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Abstract
This manuscript provides a pedagogical introduction on how to determine and visualize simple physical knots
occurring in polymers, proteins and DNA. We explain how the Alexander polynomial is computed and implemented
in a simulation code, and how the structure can be simpliﬁed beforehand to save computer time. The concept of
knottedness can also be extended in a statistical framework to chains which are not closed. The latter is exempliﬁed
by comparing statistics of knots in open random walks and closed random loops.
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1. Introduction
Apart from their apparent practical value, knots have captured the imagination of researchers from all branches of
science for more than 140 years. Before knot theory became part of mathematical topology, William Thompson (who
later became Lord Kelvin) suggested that “vortex knots” may provide a model for describing the diversity of atoms
[1]. These studies motivated other mathematical physicists like Maxwell and Tait to work on this topic as well and
eventually resulted in the ﬁrst classiﬁcation schemes for knots [2]. Even though Thompson’s beautiful hypothesis did
not come true, these eﬀorts nevertheless laid the foundations on which modern mathematical knot theory emerged.
In the second half of the 20th century, interest in knots was revitalized in the physical sciences [3]. Delbru¨ck,
Wassermann and Frisch conjectured in the early 60s that all polymers will eventually become knotted if they are long
enough [4, 5]. This statement is interesting - not only because knots are not included in the standard theories of
polymers. They also provide a measure of self-entanglement and inﬂuence the dynamics and material properties of
the chain. Since then, computer simulation studies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] have contributed considerably
to a better understanding of knottedness in real systems, and small knotted molecules have even been synthesized
[17, 18]. Knots also play a role in biological macromolecules. They were ﬁrst discovered in DNA in 1976 [19] and
some can even be identiﬁed in the backbones of proteins [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
All in all, the study of “physical knots” has become an active interdisciplinary ﬁeld of research. The intention
of this manuscript is to serve as an introductory and by no means exhaustive primer on technical aspects which arise
in the computer-aided analysis of simple knots. After providing elementary deﬁnitions (chapter 2), we describe the
Alexander polynomial and its implementation in a simulation code (chapter 3). In chapter 4 we present a simpliﬁcation
algorithm which reduces the computational eﬀort considerably and allows us to visualize knotted conﬁgurations, too.
In chapter 5 we discuss how to extend the notion of knottedness to “physical knots” in open chains by applying
statistical concepts.
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2. Basic technical terms
In mathematics, knots are only well-deﬁned in closed curves embedded in three dimensional space [29, 30]. Most
commonly they are classiﬁed by counting the minimum number of crossings (the crossing number) in a projection
onto a plane. Fig. 1 shows the most basic knots. An unknotted loop (0) is typically named “unknot”. The ﬁrst non-
Figure 1: Knots are usually classiﬁed according to the minimum number of crossings in a projection onto a plane. An unknotted loop (0) is called
“unknot”. The simplest non-trivial knot, the “trefoil” knot (31), has three crossings, the “ﬁgure-eight” knot (41) has four. The index distinguishes
knots with the same crossing number. (There is one knot with three crossings (31), one with four (41), two with ﬁve (51 and 52), three with six and
so on.) Right: a simple composite knot is displayed which consists of two trefoil knots.
trivial prime knot, the so-called “trefoil knot” (31), contains three minimum crossings in a projection onto a plane, and
the “ﬁgure-eight knot” (41) four. Fig. 1 also shows a composite knot made up of two trefoils (3131). The index in the
numbering scheme diﬀerentiates knots with the same crossing number. (A knot table can, e.g., be found in the book
of Rolfson [31] or online [32].) Note that the number of knots increases considerably with the crossing number (see
Fig. 2). Therefore, it is not surprising that no algorithm has been discovered up to now which is able to distinguish
between all knots.
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Figure 2: Number of knots as a function of crossing number for knots with up to 16 crossings. Data taken from [33].
A knot invariant is a property of a knot which always assigns the same value to the same knot and can to some
extent be used to diﬀerentiate between knots. The crossing number, e.g., is already a knot invariant even though it
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does a poor job in distinguishing between knots. The ﬁrst invariant which was somewhat successful in this regard was
formulated by Alexander in the 1920s [34]. The so-called Alexander polynomial Δ assigns, as indicated, a polynomial
to a knot. Again, Δ is not a complete invariant, i.e, it is not unique for each knot. However, it is suﬃcient to distinguish
between simple knots. For example, unknot, trefoil and ﬁgure-eight knot have a unique polynomial among knots with
up to crossing number 10. The composite knot 3131, however, coincides with 820 and 10140.
3. Computation of the Alexander Polynomial
3.1. Deﬁnition and properties
In this section we deﬁne the Alexander polynomial and summarize properties which are relevant for implementing
it in a simulation code. The description follows to some degree Ref. [29]. We will, however, focus on algorithmic
aspects of the problem. Readers interested in the mathematical background are referred to the relevant introductory
literature [29, 30].
In the following we examine a closed loop made up of monomer units which are connected by bonds; open
polymer chains will be analyzed in chapter 5. To calculate the Alexander polynomial of such a loop, we consider a
projection of the closed three dimensional curve onto a plane (e.g., the x-y plane). First, we number the intersection
points and arcs, and choose an orientation of the diagram as exempliﬁed for the trefoil in Fig. 3 left.
After selecting an arbitrary starting point (•) and orientation for the diagram, we number the crossings (1,2,3) as
we move along our chosen direction. First, we underpass a later section of the curve at crossing 1. At crossing 2 we
overpass and at intersection 3 we underpass once again. In this example, arcs are numbered (I,II,III) from underpass
to underpass. Note, that this particular assignment is completely arbitrary and any other choice will lead to equivalent
results. We also determine the handedness of the crossing (see Fig. 3). Following [29], the arc of the overpassing
bond is always assigned to i. The incoming underpassing section is denoted as j, the outcoming underpassing section
as k. An intersection is right-handed if the z-component of the cross product betweeni and ( j, k) is positive (assuming
the curve was projected onto the x-y plane). Likewise, it is left-handed if the z-component of the cross product is
negative.
Figure 3: Left: exemplary numbering of arcs (I,II,III) and crossings (1,2,3) for a trefoil knot. Middle and right: deﬁnition of handedness of a
crossing. The arc of the overpassing bond is always assigned to i. The incoming underpassing section is denoted as j, the outcoming underpassing
section as k. An intersection is right-handed if the z-component of the cross product between i and ( j, k) is positive (assuming the curve was
projected onto the x-y plane). Likewise, it is left-handed if the z-component of the cross product is negative.
Now, we deﬁne an n × n matrix, where n is to the number of crossings. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a
particular intersection. The matrix elements are obtained according to the following rules:
• If crossing l is right-handed, assign the following entries to row l:
Ali=1-t, Al j=-1, and Alk=t. (t is a variable.)
• If l is left-handed crossing, assign:
Ali=1-t, Al j=t, and Alk=-1.
• If any two indexes match (e.g., i = j), assign
the sum of the entries above to the appropriate column.
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• All remaining entries in row l are set to 0.
The Alexander polynomial Δ is determined by computing the determinant of the (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix obtained
from removing the last row and column of this matrix.
EXAMPLE: We calculate Δ for the trefoil depicted in Fig.3 left. All crossings are right-handed:
Intersection 1: i=III, j=I, k=II ⇒ A11=-1, A12=t.
Intersection 2: i=II, j=III, k=I ⇒ A21=t, A22=1-t.
Δ = −1(1 − t) − t2 = −t0 · (1 − t + t2) (compare with table 1).
Two properties are particularly relevant for our implementation:
• Δ may diﬀer by a factor of ±tm (m integer) for diﬀerent choices of projections and labelings even though the
underlying loop is the same.
• Δ of a composite knot (see Fig. 1 right) is the product of the single knot polynomials.
Furthermore
• Δ is symmetric in t and t−1 (up to the normalization factor ±tm) and
• Δ(1) = ±1.
3.2. Implementation
To compute the Alexander polynomial we need to determine and analyze bonds which cross each other in a projection
onto an arbitrary plane, e.g., the x-y plane. For each intersection, we identify the overpassing bond by comparing
the respective z-components of the bonds at the intersection point. The handedness of the crossing is determined by
calculating the cross product between over- and underpassing bond. We also establish the distance along the projected
curve between the ﬁrst monomer and the intersection point for both under- and overpass which allows us to number
crossings and arcs in a well-deﬁned manner.
Arcs are deﬁned from underpass to underpass. By comparing the distances from the ﬁrst monomer to the underpass
at each crossing we can assign variables j and k = j + 1. Similarly, we can assign the arc of the overpass and obtain
variable i. (Note that the arc between the last underpass and the starting point belongs to the ﬁrst arc, too.) Now,
we can set up the matrix as described above and compute its determinant with an LU decomposition, which is ,e.g.,
implemented in Numerical Recipes [35]. From a practical point of view, it is helpful to store information about
intersection points in an array of structs (if C is used) or a similar data structure. Each element contains information
about a particular crossing, namely the distance from the ﬁrst monomer, the handedness of the crossing and regions
assigned to i,j and k.
Two more problems need to be addressed. As outlined above, Δ(t) can only be determined up to a factor of ±tm
with m being an arbitrary integer. On the other hand, it is diﬃcult to compute numerically the full polynomial using
machine algebra as suggested in Refs. [7, 8]. A common solution is to calculate only |Δ(−1)|. Unfortunately, |Δ(−1)|
is a much weaker invariant and even some of the simplest knots like 41 and 51 cannot be distinguished (see table
1). Instead of calculating additional invariants such as Vassiliev numbers [10, 13] to further discriminate knots, we
propose a technical trick [14] which addresses both problems and which is similar to an approach suggested in Ref.
[23]. If one calculates Δp ≡ |Δ(t) ∗ Δ(1/t)|, the prefactors cancel. This product is also a knot invariant which inherits
several properties of the original Alexander polynomial. First of all, |Δp| of the unknot is always one. Secondly, |Δp| of
a composite knot is the product of |Δp| of the single knots from which it is derived. For our implementation we choose
t = −1.1 and keep the ﬁrst ﬁve decimal places. We have tested that this choice discriminates simple knots up to 10
crossing as well as the complete Alexander polynomial which suﬃces for our purposes. The Alexander polynomial
for knots of up to ﬁve crossings as well as |Δ(−1)| and |Δp(t = −1.1)| are listed in table 1.
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Knot Alexander polynomial Δ |Δ(−1)| |Δp(t = −1.1)|
unknot 1 1 1
31 1-t+t2 3 9.05463
41 -1+3t-t2 5 25.09099
51 1-t+t2-t3+t4 5 25.45745
52 2-3t+2t2 7 49.25488
3131 (1-t+t2)2 9 81.98629
Table 1: Alexander polynomial and knot invariants derived from the Alexander polynomial for knots of up to 5 crossings. The composite knot 3131
is also included.
4. Simpliﬁcation and visualization
Simplifying the structure oﬀers two advantages. First, it reduces the computational eﬀort of knot detection sig-
niﬁcantly. As outlined above, the calculation of the Alexander polynomial requires the computation of a matrix
determinant, which usually takes of order O(N3) time. Any reduction in the particle number will therefore enhance
considerably the speed of knot detection. In addition, an algorithm which deletes beads which are not essential for
preserving the topology of the chain also enables us to point out and visualize knotted regions. In the following we
present a simpliﬁcation algorithm which was ﬁrst introduced by Koniaris and Muthukumar in 1991 [7, 8]. A variant
of the algorithm was later developed independently by Taylor [24]. Therefore, we refer to this scheme as the KMT
reduction algorithm.
Figure 4: Illustration of the reduction algorithm. We check whether triangles formed by successive monomers are crossed by an impinging bond
which belongs to a diﬀerent section of the chain (black dot). In this example, only monomers 2 and 6 can be removed without crossing bonds.
The simpliﬁcation algorithm is outlined in Fig. 4. In our implementation, we always keep the ﬁrst and the last
particle. As we move along the chain we check if the chain crosses triangles made up of three successive particles
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Figure 5: Random loop of size N = 500. Thick lines display the structure of the loop after application of the reduction algorithm. The structure
contains a small trefoil knot which is located in the upper right corner. The entanglement in the lower right corner is not part of the knot, but was
not removed by the algorithm.
(e.g., particles 1,2 and 3 in Fig. 4). If the triangle is not intersected by any part of the remaining chain, we delete the
monomer in the middle (#2 and #6). If any bond crosses the triangle (as indicated by the black dot in triangle 3,4,5),
we keep the monomer in the middle (#4) because a further reduction could change the relative position of the chain
with respect to the intersecting bond. Going back and forth between the two termini we either end up with only these
two points or a highly reduced representation of the original chain.
In Fig. 5 we overlay a random loop of size N = 500 with its reduced image. Most monomers do not contribute to
the topology of the chain and were removed. The structure contains a small trefoil knot which is located in the upper
right corner and which can be identiﬁed by having a closer look at the structure. Unfortunately, the visualization also
has its limitations. In the lower left corner we identify an entanglement which does not contain a knot. In most cases,
however, it actually works quite well and provides a helpful tool to point out knotted regions. Nevertheless, it is still
important to compute knot invariants to identify knots unambiguously.
Finally, we demonstrate that the simpliﬁcation algorithm speeds up the computation of the Alexander polynomial
considerably. To this extent we apply it to random loops of sizes ranging from N = 100 to N = 500. Random loops
are generated by a generalized “pivot” algorithm: We select two beads at random which subdivide the loop into two
segments. Then, one segment is rotated by an arbitrary angle around the connection line between the two points. After
repeating this operation 500 times, we obtain a decorrelated loop.
Fig. 6 shows that the number of crossings in a projection onto a plane is reduced by roughly a factor of 17 for all
chain lengths considered. This speeds up the computation of the matrix determinant by three orders of magnitude and
eﬀectively removes this bottleneck.
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Figure 6: Average number of crossings of a random loop after projection onto the z-plane. Without (x) and after (◦) reduction algorithm. In this
case, the number of crossings is roughly reduced by a factor of 17.
5. Closure
As indicated before, a knot is only well-deﬁned in a closed loop. Open chains can always be unknotted (see
e.g. Fig.7), but almost all interesting linear macromolecules (polymers, proteins, most DNA strands) are in fact open
chains.
Figure 7: Knots are only well-deﬁned in closed curves. Open strings can always be closed such that they become unknotted (right).
That being said, it is possible to expand the concept of knottedness to “physical knots” in open chains in a mean-
ingful manner. For most people - here we exclude mathematicians for a moment - a string is knotted if it does not
disentangle after being pulled on both ends. This is equivalent with connecting the end points of an open chain by a
big loop which is necessary because the Alexander polynomial is only deﬁned for closed curves. If we apply the same
closure to a statistical ensemble of open curves, we can capture the “average” topology and thus information about
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the degree of self-entanglements in the ensemble. Note that there are always a few “knots” which only arise due to
the closure and which we would consider to be unknotted. However, the inﬂuence of these knots on “knot statistics”
is minor. If the closure is chosen carefully (closure 3 below), we are even able to preselect single conﬁgurations, e.g.,
particular protein structures, for further analysis [20]. The reliability of the preselection procedure can be improved
further by testing not one but several closures on the same structure (closure 2 below) [23, 36, 25].
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Figure 8: Probability of observing an unknot (×), a trefoil knot (◦) or a ﬁgure-eight knot () in random walks (closed line) and random loops
(dashed line) of size 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. Lines were added to guide the eye. Qualitatively, random loops and random walks yield similar
results [36], and the inﬂuence of closure is marginal.
For random walks, we applied the KMT reduction algorithm before computing the Alexander polynomial (method 1). For the unknot, alternative
closures were evaluated, too. Random closure (method 2) yields results indistinguishable from method 1. For method 3 (see text), a slight decrease
of unknotted conﬁgurations can be observed. If we connect end points before applying the KMT reduction (method 4), the probability of obtaining
unknotted conﬁgurations decreases even further.
In the following we show that the inﬂuence of the closure is minor indeed and that open and closed loops
have a similar “average” topology. To this end we generate an ensemble of open random walks and loops of size
N = 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and analyze them with respect to knots. The random walks are generated by successively
attaching point-particles on spheres around their predecessors.
Four closures are considered for the open chains:
• Closure 1: We apply the reduction algorithm from section 4 before connecting the end points by a straight line.
Note that the application of the reduction algorithm on open chains can potentially change the knot type as
pointed out in Ref. [36]. Consequently, closure 1 and 4 yield slightly diﬀerent results.
• Closure 2: We choose randomly two (connected) points on a large sphere around the chain and connect each
end point to one point on the sphere. We repeat the procedure 100 hundred times and select the majority knot
type.
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• Closure 3: We determine the center of mass of the chain and draw two straight lines outward starting from the
center of mass through the end points. At a large distance away from the chain we choose one point on each
line. These points are connected with each other and with the end points.
• Closure 4: We connect the end points by a straight line.
Fig. 8 demonstrates that knots are quite common in random walks and loops of medium size [36]. This is not
surprising as it is easy to form entanglements on a local scale. For closed random loops of size N = 500, more
than 85% of all conﬁgurations contain a knot. For open random walks the situation is similar. Roughly 80% of all
conﬁgurations are knotted. Diﬀerences between closures are minor.
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